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CALLING ATTENTION TO MATTER 

OF URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
SUportju) Svm.y or Ann to Pakistan »y 

USSR aw» F*uuwc*
PROF. MADHU BANDAVATE (Rajapur): 

Sk, I call the attention of the Miniate* of 
.gMmHwl AfiklM 19 Hie feilowfof «MH«r «f

urgent public importance and I  request that he 
may male a statement thereon :—

"The reported supply of arms to Pakistan 
by the USSR and France and the reaction of 
the Government thereto.”

THE MINISTFR OF EXTERNAL 
AFFAIRS (SHRI SWARAN SINGH): Go
vernment have seen Press reports to this effect. 
Government have been in tourh with the 
Governments of the USSR and France both 
in New Delhi and their respective capitals.

The Soviet Ambassador has told us that the 
Press reports about USSR Government having 
supplied arms to Pakistan after the military 
action in Bangla Desh are incorrect.

The French Government had informed us 
that they have not entered into any new con
tracts for the supply of arms to Pakistan after 
the military action in Bangla Desh. They had 
also informed us towards the end of June that 
they would not make any deliveries of arms 
even on old contracts. We have, however, 
expressed our grave concern to the French 
Ambassador about the reported supply of arms 
to Pakistan. We have asked our Ambassador 
in Paris and the French Ambassador in New 
Delhi to take this matter up with the French 
Government.

In view of the prevailing practice of clan
destine sale of arms through private parties in 
Western Europe, the possibility of Pakistan 
acquiring arms through such sources cannot be 
ruled out.

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE : Sir, the 
motivation of this calling attention notice is 
not to provoke any nation to send further arms 
to Pakistan in case they do not desire to do so, 
but we do want to have certain clarifications 
from the Minister, so that the position will be 
clarified before the people.

As far as the news item that has appeared 
in the press this morning is concerned it is 
reported that the Soviet Ambassador met our 
Foreign Secretary to confirm that Moscow has 
made no supplies of arms or spares to Pakistan 
sit»ce the Bangla Desh crisis erupted on March 
25. Sir, sometimes diplomats always 
diplomatic statements but it is very clear from 
the statement that has been made by the Soviet 
Ambassador that at far as the position after 
25th is concerned no anm had been despatcM  
but ott the- background that in 19$9 arm*
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fShri Madhu DandavateJ 
agreement was arrived At with Pakistan—*if I 
remember aright on 4th March 1969—when 
the Externa) Affairs Minister was Minister in
charge of Defence he made a categoiical 
statement that Soviet Union had supplied T*54 
and T-S5 tanks to Pakistan and that the supply 
of arms was to continue. 1 would like to have 
the clarification—though the clarification given 
by the Soviet Ambassador states that after 
25th, that is, after eruption oi movement in 
Bangla Desh, no arm* have reached Pakistan— 
is it a fact that arms have been despatched 
before that date and they have reached 
subsequent to 25th March. About that there 
is no clarification at all. In, this case I would 
like the hon Minister to remember that this, 
clarification is required because there is a 
certain background of the world powers whi;h 
have been pursuing certain ‘Asian stiategy' 
They want to put sue the policy of balance of 
power in Asia and if India challenges this 
concept of balance of power they would like 
to reflrame their policy regarding India too. 
It is not merely U. S, A. which shamelessly 
entered into an arms deal with Pakistan but 
USSR too did the same. After sending these 
arras the former President, Mr. Eisenhower, 
clarified that these arms would not be used for 
aggressivr purposes. There seems to be a strange 
coincidence between the statement Made by 
Mr. Eisenhower and the Soviet Prime Minister 
Mr. Kosygin's rejoinder to our Prime Minister, 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi stating that Russia had 
entered into a deal with Pakistan but these 
arms would not be used for aggressive designs. 
Probably, the language used by the Soviet 
Prime Minister and President Eisenhower was 
identical because their Asian strategy was 
also identical. In this connection I would like 
to state, that Russia had gradually changed 
her attitude. There was a time when on 
Kashmir they had a pronounced view in 
favour of India but gradually they became 
non-aligned. In 1965 all the big powers 
including America and Russia refused to 
name Pakistan as aggressor. Then Russia 
pressurised India to sign the Tashkent Agree
ment.

I would also like to point out that after 
every news of arms despatch the explanation 
always given is that we were not in the ltnow 
of the despatch of these arms and shipment 
of the cargo. I would like to know firon 
the Minister concerned whether it is qet 
a  Cwhwe of our

accepted practice all the prominent newspapers 
always announce the date* of loading And 
unloading of cargo sufficiently ii\ advance. So, 
whereas everyone else knows aboiit these details 
our embassies do not know about the despatch 
of ships. Is it not a failure on the part of our 
embassies ? If  we had come to know about 
these news items regarding shipment ofarihs a t 
the right time we could have exerted certain 
diplomatic pressures.

As regards France, Sir, it has been the 
consistent policy or the western powers again 
to pursue the same Asian strategy and see that 
they do not disturb the balance in Asia. 1 hey 
do not like a virulent State like Bangla Desh 
to come up and join hands with India and 
thus disturb this balanc e. As regards supply 
of arms to Pakistan, Germany has done 
it. Italy has done it. In addition to that 1 
would like to point out that consistent cam
paign is going on through Pakistan Radio day 
in and dav out—that during the talks of 
Kosygin with the Pakistan authorities, Mr. 
Kosygin, had assured the Pakistan authorities 
that BanglaDesh was an mternal problem; it 
is not a problem, in which USSR would like 
to interfere. That being the position probably 
the arms have teen despatched eailier and 
received after 25th. I would like to know 
when a number of countries have been 
despatching arms—U.S.A., Soviet Russia, Ger
many, Italy, France, etc.—whetherour Govern* 
ment categorise these arms into progressive 
arms, reactionary or retrograde arms. Is it to 
be taken that if men face reactionary arms 
they are liquidated, if they face progressive 
arms, they are liberated. And probably if they 
die at the hands of Chinese aims they are 
resurrected. I would like to know from the 
hon. Minister whether is it not a lact that 
all these powers including Russia, America, 
France, Italy and others are adopting a parti* 
cular posture at fax' as arms supplies are cori+ 
cerned and ihey are not prepared to take a 
firm altitude vis-a-vis India and Bangla Desh 
because many of them have a guilty conscience.

If Amrerica’s hands arc soaked in the fcfctad? 
of the Vietnamese those of Soviet Russia arc 
soaked in the blood of the freedom-fijghters of 
Hungary and Czechoslovakia. With this guilt 
on their conscience how could they iend 
support to the case of Bangla-Desh ?

SHRI SWARAN SINGH s It has been a 
bag ajKMfe a o d l have no intention to mate
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a  counter speech. However, there ate one or 
two paints to which he asked vnr to reply and 
I will try to touch upon those points briefly, 
without entering into an argument, because in 
his presentation there are several draw-backs 
and several snags which are fully known to the 
House and Government’s appreciation of the 
situation has been given from time to time. 
He has pointedly asked by way of information 
one specific point: earlier on there have been 
supplies of U.S.S.R. arms to Pakistan. It is a 
fact and I have myself made statements both 
as Defence Minister and also as Minister for 
External Affairs, about supply of arms fiom 
U.S.S.R. to Pakistan. So, if there were any sup
plies eat Iter to March 25 or even despatch of 
arms earlier to March,25 and if these arms have 
reached Pakistan after 25th March, this possibi
lity cannot be excluded. The other point he 
talked about was balance of power. We have 
always Fteadfastly adhered to the view that this 
doctiine is unacceptable and unreal because 
the facts of the situation are; India is five times 
the size of Pakistan and then Pakistan’s own 
contention has always been that India is Pakis
tan’s only enemy whereas in India we face 
bigger problems on account of our population 
and si/e. We have our differences with our 
neighbours both m the North and the West. 
Any talk of balance of power is unrral in any 
part of the world. It is completely misplaced 
and out of place so far as the Indian sub
continent is concerned. If anybody continues 
to adhere to the policy, it is lus fault, not ours. 
We do not accept any such approach. We do 
not permit this argument to go unchallenged.

I would like to contradict very emphati
cally the suggestion that he has made that in 
1965 at Tashkent there was any pressurisption 
by the Soviet Union. This is factually 
incorrect and totally misplaced. I would like 
to contradict this with all the emphasis at my 
command.

Th<*n, about France, he said, that they also 
adopt the same strategy of balance of power. I 
do not subscribe to this at all. I do not 
that France, unlike several «!>ther European 
powers  ̂ haw always put across either in their 
Parliament or wen private talk* or elsewhere, 
this doctrine'Of balance oT power which, hi any 
cate, we reject and we do not accept at at!. I 
etwnbt any instance in Which France
»t*y h*re subscribed to s*W  a  theory of 
g lance  of power.

As to what Pakistan radio puts out everyday 
is a controlled medium of disaenitmaucm of 
information and they would, certainly like to 
present to their own people something which 
is favourable to them. This should not surp
rise you if they are putting across to their 
people their own version of what other coun
tries tell their representatives because it is one 
of their functions, when they find there is * 
growing criticism of the military atrocities, of 
the military regime, that they would like to 
reassure their own people that all is well 
amongst the international community. We 
should not take under notice of what they 
say.

Further, he has asked as to whether there is 
any distinction between, what he dramatically 
called, reactionary arms or retrograde arms 
or other type of arms. All arms are arms. No 
arms have yet been invented which operate 
or fire only in one direction. All arms are 
deadly arms, whether they originate from a 
socialist country or a capitalist country o ra  
neutral country or whatever it may be.

AN HON. MEMBER : Or a non-aligned 
country like India.

SHRI SWARAN SINGH: Even a non- 
aligned country like India. Our weapons are 
more deadly than many other weapons.

I do not think this way of describing such 
a serious matter in these terms will serve any 
purpose. We have always taken the view that 
arms in the hands of Pakistan from whatever 
source they get them are a source of danger to 
us. It does not give us any satisfaction if their 
origin is a capitalist country or a socialist 
country or any country whatsoever. We have, 
therefore, been stressing upon all countries 
that they should desist from giving arms supply 
to Pakistan because this only makes them 
more intransigent rather than lessening the 
tension m this area.

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE : Since 
you have already accepted the contention that 
before 25th March, arms might have been 
despatched to Pakistan by U.S.S.R., did our 
Government make any effort to find out 
whether arms have hem despatched ?

SHRI SWAfcAN SINGH t There has not 
been any confirmation of ifcisi
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SHRI p. K. DEO (Kalahandi) : Sir,
Our sad experience Is that the statement of the 
Foreign Minister is always sketchy and not 
factual. The statement made now is that there 
is no actual supply of Russian arms to Pakistan. 
In  this regard, I would like to know categori
cally if the Foreign Minister has ascertained 
from the defence Ministry because our know
ledge is that the story that was published yester
day has come from the Government circles.

So, as the Defence Minister is also here now, 
he should corroborate the statement of the 
Foreign Minister. I say so because of the 
so-called good conduct certificate procured by 
the Foreign Minister and his statement after 
the conclusion of his visit to the various world 
capitals has proved that it is not even worth 
the paper on which it is written. Tt has 
completely exposed the diplomacy of our coun
try, the bankruptcy of Indian diplomacy and 
day in and day out foreign arms supply is 
continuing to Pakistan. And so far as USSR is 
concerned, the Minister cannot abdicate his 
responsibility by saying that arms supplies may 
be available from private sources. Sir, as every
body knows, so far as USSR is concerned, the 
entire economic activity there—production, 
distribution and foreign trade—is> state-con
trolled so, he should ascertain and find out from 
USSR sourccs and as well as from military 
intelligence of our Defence Ministry as to (he 
actual facts of this btory.

Secondly, the Pakistan Radio news bulletin 
which has been monitored has not been 
contradicted as yet. It has categorically 
stated that after the Ambassador, Mr. Jamshad 
Marker, has inet Mr. Kosygin, he has assured 
that the entire affairs in Bangla Desh is the 
internal afTairs of Pakistau and Soviet Russia 
has nothing to do with that. This has not 
been contradicted as yet by the Russian 
quarters.

Secondly, I would like to know...

SHRI SWARAN SINGH : Secondly,
thirdly or fourthly. Every time you are saying 
‘secondly’,

SHRI P. K. DEO : finally, I would like to 
know.. . .

AN HON. MEMBER: Semi-finally.

SHRI P. K. DEO : .. .  the reasons lot the 
silence of USSR regarding the atrocities in

Bangla Desh. (Interruptions). I  think. Mr. Baner- 
jee is not the Russian Ambassador. The Rus
sians have been silent about it, I  would like to 
have categorical answers to ail the questions.

SHRI SWARAN SINGH : First of all, I 
would like to assure this hon. House through 
you, Mr. Speaker, that this fashionable expres
sion of the Foreign Minister being in need 
of good certificates from abroad or from any 
one is totally unfounded and I strongly resent 
that. (Interruptions) 1 am not born in that 
tradition like our foran r  feudal princes that 
I am in need of any certificate. I can stand 
on my own and I do not require any certificate 
good or bad from my hon. friend or from any 
source. I know what my responsibities are and 
it is unfortunate that this sort of expression 
should be used by my hon. friend which is 
totally unfounded. I don’t care about these 
expressions. I would beg of the hon. Members 
not to indulge in this type of pastime.

AN HON. MEMBER : Just ignore him.

SHRI SWARAN SINGH : Then he says..
(Interruptions) About one or two points lie has 
raised, I will try to answer.

He places great reliance on the sources of 
information being made available to him 
through some Government circle. I  feel amaz
ed at the irresponsible statement that he has 
made. Surely when this information is avail
able to him through any Government source, 
1 should have been the fust person to be in* 
formed by him or any other person who says 
that it is from a Government source. I would 
also like to say that this piactice of trying to 
make out that different Ministers are different 
wings of the Government and are not fully in 
touch with each other is, to say the least, most 
mischievous.

This statement that I am making is being 
made in consultation with Defence Ministry 
and all the information that Government has 
in various Ministries is pooled and therefore to 
suggest that this has come to him from this 
source or that source is something which is to
tally unfounded ; and I would not have used 
these expressions if I were not aware of a  series 
of whispering campaigns that are being car
ried on by interested quartern as though there 
is difference of either approach or assessment 
between various wings of the Government. 
This is totally unfound and 1 would like to re
pudiate it Vtrtmgiy.
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He has mode a great revdaiion today that 
everything in USSR is under Government con
trol ; therefore nothing could come from USSR 
through private sources. He is correct for once. 
And, when I talked of the prevalence of these 
underground markets of arm* in Western 
Europe, it certainly does not relate to Soviet 
arms. Thin relates to arms other than Soviet 
arms. He is quite right for once. The supply 
of illicit arms and the prevalence of such mar
kets do not relate to the Soviet arms, but, un
fortunately, they relate to western European 
arms and arms other than those which are 
from socialist countries.

He aho said I have not tried to contradict 
what was put out by Pakistan radio in a 
bulletin. I do not know whether that is the 
function which lie expects from us. I would 
not like to contradict what Pakistan ladio bul
letin bring* out «*very day. Because, if you 
pick out those points and highlight and pin
point them, in what your adversary puts out, 
and contradict them, that would mean that i* 
is something to which we attach importance. 
This is totally uncalled for and also it is un
fair on the part of the hon. Member to make a 
statement that the USSR Government has been 
bilent about happenings in Bangla Desh. Let 
me remind h*m that it was President Podgorny 
who, of the world leaders, camt out first with 
an open statement condemning the happenings 
in Bangla Desh. The hon. Member may have 
his own political predelictions but to forget 
realities is something which he should not have 
indulged in. His approach Is misconceived. 
I would beg of him in the national interest not 
to see something suspicious where it does not 
really exist.

SHRI BIRENDER SINGH RAO (Mahen- 
dragarh) : The Minister said that they are in 
touch with USSR and France over the reported 
supply of these arms to Pakistan recently. He 
has said that French Government have infor
med them that they have not entered into any 
renewal contract for supply of arms to Pakistan 
after military action in Bangla Desh. They had 
also informed towards the end of June that 
French Government would not make apy deli
very of arms even on old contracts. But, Sir, 
we art still completely in the dark and groping 
and there are many points to be clarified. I 
would like to know whether the Government 
has sought confirmation from Soviet Govern
ment as to whether any supply has been deli
vered to PaBstan ifter  the milfory advance 
against the people of Bangla D e sh m o n th s

ago. He has also not said anything pointedly 
about any confirmation coming frottt the 
French Government on the reported recent 
supplies to Pakistan. It is unfortunate If they 
did not put this question to the French Go
vernment pointedly. I f  they did ask them 
pointedly and the reply of the French 
Government is evasive, then it is moat hu
miliating and it is adding insult to injury, 
and if this is so, I wish the hon. Minister had 
acted as sharply as he did to some remarks 
from the hon. Members to this behaviour From 
the French Government. I would like clarifi
cation on these things.

Then, it is a fact that Pakistan has been 
getting supplies of arms from the USA, Russia, 
Franco and Biitain. India has also been get
ting arms and ammunition from these countries. 
It is reported that the USA gave Pakistan 
about 10 million dollars worth of arms recently 
after the Bangla Desh trouble. If my re
ports arc correct, I have heard from certain 
important quarters, Pakistan has raided within 
the short period of three months five new mili
tary divisions. It is not a small job to raise 
five new divisions and equip them completely. 
If  these countries have not supplied arms, 
would the hon Minister give us information 
about who has supplied these massive arms and 
ammunition to Pakistan within this short period 
to enable them to build up its military strength 
against India ?

Then, I would like to know whether in the 
face of this danger, our Government have also 
tried and taken steps to step up their procure
ment of arms and ammunition to counterbalance 
the threat from Pakistan, and whether if this 
unofficial market exists in the wot Id, our Go
vernment have also tried to purchase arms and 
ammunition from this unofficial market in those 
foreign countries and if so, to what extent,

I would also like to know what behaviour 
tnese countries have shown and what special 
consideration these countries have shown to
wards India in supplying arms and ammuni
tion to this country as compared to Pakistan 
during the past few months and how far they 
have fulfilled their past contracts of supplying 
arms to India ?

SHRI SWARAN SINGH : About the first 
question, I have already attempted to answer 
it. The Soviet authorities have assured us that 
they have not delivered any arms supply to 
Pakistan after the military action in Bangla 
Desh.
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About the serond question, I  made it clear 

in my reply that the French position first w u  
that they were not entering into any fresh con
tracts for supply of arms to Pakistan after the 
military action in Bangla Desh. Obviously, 
they did not at that time agree that they would 
cut supplies evtn on earlier contracts. But to
wards the end of June they have assured us 
that they have cut out all supplies of arms to 
Pakistan. Theie was no question of anv eva
sive reply being giver, and I  have tried to 
give as precise replies as possible.

The third question that he asked was who 
had given this massive supply ol arms to Pakis
tan to equip their five ntw divisions. For one 
thing, I am not quite sure whether all these 
five divisions of which he talks are already in 
position or whether they have been equipped. 
But if he is interested m these vat ious sources, 
of arms supply to Pakistan, this is something 
which has been placed before the House from 
time to time by my colleague the Defence Mi
nister and by myself. If I may say, apat i from 
the earlier supplies which came iiom American 
sources and French sou ices—because the 
French have always taken the attitude that 
they treat these transactions on a commercial 
basis, although they also say that when there 
is an area of tension then they stop the supplies 
to any country which is involved in that ten
sion—-they did get supplies, as I already men
tioned earlier, fiom the USSR and from several 
other countries. But there has been consider
able supply of arms to Pakistan from China. 
Also, they have got supplies from Iran and 
some even from Turkey. These are the various 
countries fiom which Pakistan has been get
ting anns.

Then he suggested that we should also go to 
thi* clandestine market in Europe for purchase 
of aims. I would like to reiterate what has 
often been mentioned to this hon. House that 
our principal source of defence equipment and 
arms supply is our own ordnance factories and 
our own units established in the country. It is 
true that for certain items of a sophisticated 
character oi whore we are still trying to catch 
up with our manufacturing programme, we do 
get supplies from whatever source that might 
be available. I have said on more than one 
occasion that in this respect the Government of 
India have no inhibitions whatsoever.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA (AKpote) : 
Even the black market ? '

SHRI SWARAN SIN G H t neeemry* 
because we can get it in the so-called ap*ft 
market. 

SHRI DINEN BHATTAGHARYYA (Se* 
rapipore) : White market

SHRI SWARAN SINGH: I am glad that 
the reds are thinking of the white market.

There is hardly any necessity to go to the so* 
callcd clandestine market. For one thing, the 
type of equipment available there is something 
which we manufacture in abundance ourselves. 
We are an advanced country in the matter of 
manufacture of various items, including de
fence equipment, and I would request the hon. 
members to shake off this feeling of helpless
ness ; he should not think of our going to these 
so-called unofficial markets, for procuring arms. 
It is not necessary for a country like India.

About special considetation being shown to 
India, we do not expect any such consideration 
from any countiy. If we requiie any particu
lar type of arms, we can get them ; there is no 
difficulty about it. Most of it we manufacture 
ourselves ; but if we require any, I have no 
doubt in my mind we can get it without diffi
culty.
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SHRI INDRAJIT GUFrA: It is under- 
standable that members of this House and the 
public at large should be considerably exercis
ed in today's situation whenever a press report 
appears particularly so prominently and in such 
a well-known newspaper, as has happened on 
this occasion, to the effect that some arms sup
plies have been reaching Pakistan tecently, 
particularly since the 25th of March. That is 
understandable, but I must say that these 
questions and answers have revealed that this 
is a rather strange and peculiar case.

For one thing, of course this news has not 
appeared in any other paper, I do not say that 
for that reason it should be dismissed, but it 
has appeared only in one papei, a paper which 
is well known for its pro-SwaUntra and pro- 
American sympathies. 1 he most that the hon. 
Minister has tonced< d in his reply is that the 
possibility that some aims may have been ship
ped befoie the 25th March and may have 
reached after 25th March cannot be ruled out. 
That way, nothing can be ruled out.

We have to proceed on the basis of what the 
facts are as fai as they have been revealed in 
these questions and answers, and there we find 
that we have got on the one hand a report by 
this gentleman, I do not know who he is, the 
special representative of the Statesman, and the 
statement of the Soviet Ambassador, Mr. 
Pegov. On the other. That is how ftu we have 
reached so far in this matter. Now we have 
to choose at the moment—if further facts 
came to light later on, we have to see—between 
the word of the accredited Ambassador in this 
country of one of the major World Powers say
ing categorically that this report is incorrect 
and the word of the special representative of 
the Statesman. I do not think any sensible per
son will be in two minds as to what to believe.

An attempt is being made here in this report 
to put the United States and the USSR on the 
same footing, on a par, as regards this question 
of supplying arms to Pakistan, particulaily after 
the 25 th March. 1 can understand the States
man's effort because some embarrassment has 
been caused to the tJSA in recent days by the 
revelations that have taken place and the ad
mission* they had to mal^e. Therefore, now this 
belated Attempt is being made (o put the USSR 
on a par with the UftA.

Bfioanse my hpn. friend Prof. Dandawate 
and some ofhtft indulged in some background 
talk *bw* halance of power and all that, I 
tfek* you will give me the same indulgence.

Mr. Chester Bowles, who is well known to 
practically everybody in th1s House and cer
tainly to the Minister opposite, and who was 
one of the most prominent Ambassador* of his 
country to India for many years—I think he 
had two sessions as Ambassador in this country 
—has been writing ft series of astjetrs recently 
appealing in that same paper, the Statesman, 
the headuig being “Ameiica and Russi* in 
India”. In the second of these articles, the 
following sentence occurs. 2 am only reading 
out one sentence:

“Today India’s 28 divisions, its 700-plane 
air force and it*, small but competent 
Navy are largely supplied with Soviet 
equipment” .

This is what ht is writing. If he is wrong, be
cause the minister just now said that we want 
to make it clear that most of our equipment 
is made at home, then he should correct Mr. 
Chester Bowles’s wrong idea. I know a little, 
I studv a little about dcfence matters becausc 
T am interested in them, and as far as the 
bulk of light arms is concerned, I do not doubt 
the Ministei’s statement.

But heie is Mr. Chester Bowles. After all, 
he was here for two teims as Ambassador. 
He connot be such an ill-informed person. 
He is pointing out that our Army, Navy and 
Air Force are largely supplied with Soviet 
equipment. Perhaps this has something to do 
also with Prof. Dandawate’s theory about 
balance of power, I do not know, he can work 
it out for himself.

But this is a fact, this is the hard reality 
which my hon. friends of the Swatantra party 
better remember, that their security today 
is also dependent on Soviet arms and largely 
on Soviet equipment. Whether it is a good 
thing or a bad thing is a different matter.

SHRI SAMAR GTJHA (Contai); I  want 
to know whether my hon. friend is happy 
about it or whether our country should bfc 
self-sufficient in the production of arms.

SHRI P. K. D E O : Soviet stooge.

SHRI INDRAJIT QUPTA : In this matter 
I am proud to be a Soviet stooge because your 
American stoogery did not bring nay 
unfortunately it all went to Pakistan*

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE s W« 
belong to the Indian lobuy,
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SHRI S. M. BANERJEE (Kanpur) : He 
was a British stooge, British boot-lickcr, and 
then he shifted his loyalty to America.

SHRI SAMAR GUHA : I am also not happy 
that our mountain divisions have been equipped 
by America.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA : It is also my 
duty to point out another small matter. I do 
not know why Mr. Samar Guha w getting 
excited. I am no*, second to anybody in admi
ring what our ordnance factories have done; 
that is not the point. We can debate ihe 
Defence Ministry’s demands in a day or two 
(luterruption) in today’s Statement—I am 
restricting all my quotations to this onlv one 
bible—there is an extract of an article written 
by Mr. Chester Bowles in yesterday’s New Yoik 
Tmtst and this paper quotes from that'arlk le. 
I  am saying thi« because you should see that 
attempts to put the two countries at par are 
completey wrong. What does Mr. Chester 
Bowles say.. . .  (Interruption) He is referring to 
the American arms shipment to Pakistan a few 
days ago. He says that it was first accepted as 
just another bureaucratic blunder which did 
not represent the United States policy. He says:

“However in the last few days there has 
been evidence that this was not an act idem 
hut a  deliberate decision.”

This is what Mr. Chester Bowles has 
written.

I do not think that anything has come to 
light either by the efforts of the special repre
sentative of the Statesman or some of our fri-nds 
here to prove anything which can show that 
the Soviets are doing something just like the 
Americans have been doing. However much 
you may try to make all sorts of gyinrastic 
attempts. I am afraid it has pioved a dampl 
squib.

AN HON. MEMBER : We would be happy 
if it is proved wrong.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA : I shall be 
Sappy, I will be very much concerned if I 
find that the USSR is giving arms to Pakistan. 
But you should prove it first. You cannot go 
round after the story spread by some paper.

SHRI ATAL BIHARI VAJPAYEE 
(Gwalior): The hon. Minister has not denied 
that the arms supplied to Pakistan by Soviet 
Russia before 25th March might be on their 
way to East Bengal.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: He will reply 
to you. He said that this could not be

ruled out. I  do not know what it meant. Let 
him clarify it again. Nothing can be ruled Out. 
He has got no information ; he said so himself. 
My friend Mr. Anthony is saying that he has 
got information and would not come out with 
it. Certainly, give it out if you have got 
information.

Just as some other Members had their 
views and background, I should say what my 
idea of view is. Whv was this anti-Sovin 
diversion necessary at this particular moment ? 
It vas raised in the papers yesterday so that 
it can be brought in the House today. The 
other dav I had asked the hon. Ministei a 
question whether the soi t of in my opinion— 
evfsKe, weak and hesitant attitude they are 
taking on the Bangla Desh recognition question 
had anything to do with the coming of Mr. 
Kissiengei. He indignantly denied it. I think 
this diversion has been created like a conspitacy 
and, in my opinion, is meant to divert atten
tion from the visit of Mr. Kissienger who is 
arriving here todav as a personal envoy 
oj adviser of Pi resident Nixon from 
a countt y which has openly declared 
now that as resards both economic assistance 
and military aid it is going to continue to help 
Pakistan. We are pla> ing host, today in this 
capital of our country at the time of national 
emergency to the representative of the Pre
sident of a countt y which has openly defied 
the wishes of the world democratic opinion on 
this issue. That is why this anti-Soviet provo
cation has been created to cast a smokescreen 
on Mr. Kissiengei’s visit,

I would finally say this. If this special re
presentative of the Statesman is considered to 
be so well-informed that everybody was taken 
in by the story, the same special representative 
again in yesterday’s paper, following the story 
about arms to Pakistan* has given another story, 
the heading being “Talks of Kissienger will be 
wide-ranging’ and in the course of that, he 
says something which I want to ask the 
Minister. The Defence Minister is also present 
here. It says some of the psople with whom he 
is going to have talks is Gen. Manekshaw. 
What business has he to talk to Gen. Marvk- 
shaw ? Is it a fac., I want to know. What 
business has Mr. Kissienger—and I hopr» the 
General will not go along kissing Kissienger— 
coming here as the personal envoy of President 
Nixon to have talks with Ihe ehkfof otpr army 
Staff and at a time when n*e ate fating x 
MYiott* situation 00 our borders ? 1 would'
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to know. I do not know if this special repre
sentative is equally authentic in his views on 
thix item also. Please tell us. I am afraid that 
this kind of crude provocation should not be 
attempted again. I would like to say that, of 
course, the press has its own rights; the freedom 
of tlie press is there, just like the privilege of 
Members is here, but if people outside the 
House at least go on in this way, that is to s.«y, 
without any shred of concrete evidence, and 
if these kinds of stories are put out at this parti
cular time in our country's history, in <h»s 
emergent situation, I would ask the Govern
ment to consider whether it would or would 
not attract those piovisions in the Maintenane 
of Internal Security Act which you have passed 
the other day here, which says that anything 
done to prejudice the relations between India 
and the foreign powers will fall within the mis
chief of that Act. Please consider it.

SHRI SWARAN SINGH : The hon. Mem
ber has given his own viewpoint with the 
latter part of which I will deal now. 
(.Interruption) I am not objecting, I am only 
stating a fact. I would therefore, not like to 
be involved again in some argument except 
that I will try to answer one or two points 
about which he asked pointedly by way of 
information.

One thing which I could make out was 
whether Dr. Kissinger is having any talks with 
Gen. Manekshaw. I have made enquiries, and 
I have just been iuformed that there are no 
talks planned between Dr. Kissinger and Gen. 
Manekshaw (Interruption) But Gen. Manek
shaw, I am told has accepted an invitation to 
a dinner function where Dr. Kissinger would 
also be present.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : No Indian should 
go there. (Interruption)

SHRI SWARAN SINGH : I would strongly 
appeal to the House, to the hon. Members, that 
we should not be squeamish about this thing, 
and in such social functions, if we try to look at 
everything with suspicion—even about a social 
function-that is not fair. (Interruption) 1 would 
appeal to the hon. Members not to take this 
tttftttde. I  would not be a party to encourage 
tfcatlype of attitude.

» SHRI INDRAFT GUPTA s May I know 
“Who is the host in that function ?

SHRI SWARAN SINGH : The Americans 
are the hosts, What is the harm? This should 
not be objected to. (Interruption)

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA : I am showing 
you how reliable is the story.

SHRI SWARAN SINGH : About reliability 
I think.;.

SHRI SAMAR GUHA : Rose—(Interruption}

MR. SPEAKER : Order, please. No inter
ruptions. Is there a spring-board under you? 
You are getting up and silting down. Kindly 
keep sitting down.

aiffw sm rvtft : ar®rar
fPTRT JTf spSpTT |  t% 3WT5T 
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SHRI SWARAN SINGH : I do not want 
to enter again in*o an argument about the 
authenticity of a press report. I would only 
appeal to the hon. Member and to other hon. 
Members of Opposition that if the press re
porter’s explanation or his analysis is correct, 
there should be the greatest caution not to 
rush to the House by giving Gall Attention 
Notices merely based on press reports. So, it 
will be a good convention that we can estab
lish. Merely because a pres* report is there, 
the tendency of making it a subject-matter of 
a Call Attention could perhaps be avoided. 
Otherwise, 1 do not want to be on the wrong 
side of the press. They might have their own 
views. Sometimes they criticise me. If  they 
criticise another person or praise another person 
which is not liked by certain sections of the 
House, it is for them to straighten it out with 
the press, rather than involve me in this 
controversy.

Then he said, we should invoke the condi
tions of the Internal Socurity Act for taking 
action when the national sccunty is involved. 
That may not perhaps be necessary. But what 
I think is very necessary is, if all of u* could 
observe that discipline and not say things which 
might embitter or come m theway of our con* 
tinued good relations with any country, that 
will be a very healthy practice, instead of get* 
ting ourselves involved in criticising one country 
and then criticising another country. In the 
process, you may Criticise all countries and at 
the end, we may not be the gainers. Therefore
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[Shri Swaran Singh]
1 would oppcal to hon. members that in a sit* 
uation such as the one we are facing, we icannot 
expect every country to be cent per cent ol our 
viewpoint. Our effort should always be to do 
our maximum to bring them round to our 
viewpoint and if they have any other feelings, 
to reduce them as much as possible and also to 
see that they do not supply any help to Pakis
tan which might strengthen them and enable 
them to continue their acts of atrocity. I am 
sure if we concentrate in that direction, it will 
yield results.

MR. SPEAKER : Papers to be laid.

SOME HON. MEMBERS—raw.

MR. SPEAKER: I will have to say that 
nothing will go on record if it is without mv 
permission. Papers to be laid.

12.57 hrm.

PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE

A n nual R e po r t  of  N a jio n a l  R R O D uanvrry  
C ouncil

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOP
MENT (SHRI GHANSHYAM OZA) : On 
behalf of Shri Moinul Haquc Choudhury, I beg 
to lay on the Table a copy of the Annual 
Report (Hindi and English versions) of the 
National Productivity Council, New Delhi, for 
the year 1969-70. [Placed in Library. See No. 
IT--6W/77]

R eview s and A nnual R eports o f  R u ra l  
trw ica tio n  C orporation  an d  N ational  

Projects C onshw iction C orporation

THE MINISTER OF IRRIGATION AND 
POWER (DR. K. L. RAO) : I beg to lay on 
the Table a copy each of the following papers 
(Hindi and English versions) under sub-section 
(1) of section 619A of the Companies Act, 
1956 •

(1) (i) Review by the Government on the 
working of the Rural Electrifica
tion Corporation Limited, New 
Deihi, lor the period 25thjuiy,l969 
to 31st March, 1970.

(tl) Annual Report of the Rund SK& 
trification Corporation Limited, 
New Delhi, for the period 25th 
July, 1969 to 31st Match, 1970 
along with the Audited Accounts 
and the comments of the Comjfe* 
troller and Auditor-General thereon 

[Platadin Library. See No. LT-605/71]

(2) (i) Review by the Government on the 
working of the National Projects 
Construction Corporation Limited 
New Delhi, for the year 1969-70.

(li) Annual Repoit of the National 
Projects Construction Corporation
I.united, New Delhi, for the year 
1969-70 along with the Audited 
Accounts and the comments of the 
Comptroller and Auditor-General 
thereon.

[Placed in Library. See No. LT-606/71]

12.5ft bra.

DEMANDS FOR GRANTS, 1971-72—Contd.

M in is t r y  o f  F o r e ig n  T r a d e — Contd.

MR. SPEAKER : The hon. minister was on 
his legs yesterday. He may continue.

THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN TRADE 
(SHRI L. N. MISHRA) : Sir, last evening I 
was referring to the important points made by 
some hon. members, especially DR. V. K. R. 
V. Rao, Shri R. S. Pandey, Dr. Malkote, 
Shri Venkatasubbaiah, Shri Maddi Sudarsa- 
nam, Shri Damani, Shrimati Subhadra Joshi, 
Shri Janardhanan and Shri Shastri I  am vwy 
grateful to them for the consideration they 
have shown to the working of the ministry and 
for some of th«. valuable suggestions that e**** 
from Dr. Rao and some others. Thediss- 
cussion on the Demands for Grants provides 
Parliament an opportunity to review the work
ing of a  Ministry during the course of the 
preceding year and also to provide guidelines 
and suggestions about its working in the 
year. Therefore, it if a  welcome opportunity 
for any ministry to come before the House and 
Iwtea to the suggestions mod criticisms lTTf*r  
l»y hon. member*.


